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Abstract. This paper presents a new method to detect and accurately locate a 
rectangular form object in any given image. In order to find the right coordi-
nates of those objects in the image, we develop the Generalized Multi Direc-
tional Discrete Radon Transform (GMDRT). The GMDRT can detect any given 
shape whatever its form and orientation are. Experimental results on high reso-
lution QuickBird image to extract rectangular buildings form show the efficien-
cy of our method. 
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1 Introduction 

The  recognition of objects whatever  its sizes, scales, positions or orientations in 
images like humans do,  is still a challenge for computer vision systems. In recent 
years, the Radon Transform has received much attention. This transform projects a 
two dimensional image along straight lines within different directions and  then 
transforms the image into a parameters space where each line in the initial image 
gives a peak positioned at the corresponding line parameters [1]. This have lead to 
many line detection applications on image processing [3, 4,8], medical imaging [5] 
and seismic applications [2]. The Radon Transform was also widely used in satellite 
image area such as ship wakes detection [5,6], or buildings detection[14]. 

 Especially, the authors in [9] extract buildings from high resolution images by ap-
plying the classical Radon Transform. Then, they use the Forstner operator in the 
Radon transform parameters space to detect peaks. The inconvenience of this ap-
proach is its dependence on the buildings size to detect peaks. In addition, this method 
needs a post-treatment to extract building contours due to the use of the classical Ra-
don Transform which detects only lines.  

Here in, we use our Generalized Multi Directional Discrete Radon  
Transform (GMDRT) to extract directly the rectangular form buildings from an  
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One condition on ( )I n is that it must be periodic, with period N, such that:  

 ( ) ( )                            I n I n N= +             (2) 

M represents the number of neighboring vectors (i.e., columns of the image) either 

side of the input vector ( )I n involved in calculating ( )y nθ where N = 2M + 1. 

[ [, 0, 2θ θ π∈ denotes the projection angle of GMDRT. ( , )y j nθ presents the sum 

of the pixels centered on the curve starting at the position ( , )j n  and rotated accord-

ing to  the angle θ. ,mR θ  are (2 1) (2 1)L L+ × +  matrices whose non-zero entries 

select which elements of I(n+m) contribute to the projection ( )y nθ . Each row  

,j L j L− ≤ ≤  in ,mR θ samples the pixels from I(n+m) belonging to the curve start-

ing at the position (j,n) in the image I. The principle of the transform is illustrated in 

the figure 2.The transform matrix ,mR θ    is constructed as follows:   
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Where ,l L l L− ≤ ≤   and ,j L j L− ≤ ≤  . δ( )  is the kronecker delta function  

and < μ >x denotes μ(mod x) since l j−  is restricted to be included in the [ ],L L−  

interval to avoid  to exceed the image borders.  j  presents the vertical translation 

step of the curveφ  along y-axis. 1Rtθ
−  means the inverse plane rotation according to 

a certain angle θ .More details about the GMDRT method  is provided in [13] and it 
is to note that for j=0 and for θ=0, the GMDRT formalism is equivalent to the formal-
ism proposed by Beylkin [2] where the curves  are uniquely projected according to 
the horizontal direction and is not vertically translated. Figure2 presents R0,0 and R1,0 

selecting  pixels  belonging to a parabolic curves  from respectively the columns  
I(0) and I(1) and starting both at columns 0. 
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5 Conclusion 

This paper describes the GMDRT approach and its application in building extraction. 
The results showed that our approach has good performance in detecting rectangular 
building shapes in the image but the user interfere to setting the dimensions interval 
of rectangles is a problem itself. In the future work we will try to make the Rectangu-
lar GMDRT fully automatic method in the way that the sizes of the rectangles in the 
image will be extracted with the help of the GMDRT itself. 
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